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ABSTRACT 
The problem of bandwidth edlocatioa and routing in VirtuaJ Path (VP) based Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) networks was studied. As an efficient way to facilitate the network management, VP 
concept has been proposed in the literature. Traffic control and resource management are simplified 
in VP based networks. However, a priori reservation of resources for VP's also reduces the statistical 
multiplexing gain, resiilting in increased Call Blocking Probability (CBP). 
The focus of this study is on how to reduce CBP (or equivalently, how to improve the bandwidth 
utilization for a given CBP requirement) by the effective bandwidth allocation and routing algorithms. 
Equivalent capacity concept was used to calculate the required bandwidth by the call. Esich call was 
represented as a bursty auid heterogeneous multimedia traffic. 
First, the effect of traffic dispersion was explored to achieve more statistical gain. Through this 
study, it was discovered how the effect of traffic dispersion varies with different traffic characteristics 
and the number of paths. An efficient routing algorithm, CED, was designed. Since traffic dispersion 
requires resequendng and extra signaling to set up multiple VC's, it should be used only when it gives 
significant benefits. This was the basic idea in our design of CED. The algorithm finds an optimal 
dispersion factor for a call, where the gain balances the dispersion cost. Simulation study showed that 
the CBP can be significantly reduced by CED. 
Next, this study provides analysis of the statistical behavior of the traiffic seen by individual VP, 
as a result of traffic dispersion. This analysis is essential in estimating the required capacity of a VP 
accurately when both multimedia traffic and traffic dispersion are taken into accoimt. Then analj^ical 
models have been formulated. The cost effective design and engineering of VP networks requires ac-
ctirate and tractable mathematical models which capture the import£mt statistical properties of traffic. 
This study also revealed that the load distribution estimated by equiA^ent capacity follows Gaussian 
distribution which is the sum of two jointly Gaussian random variables. For the analjrsis of load distribu­
tion when CED is used, we simplified multiple paths as identical paths using the idea of Approximation 
by Single Abstract Path (ASAP), and approximated the characteristics of the traffic seen by individual 
viii 
VP. The developed analytical models and approximations were validated in the sense that they agreed 
with simiilation results. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Recently we have seen so called 'traffic explosion" generated by millions of cxistomers who are using 
new Internet services (e.g.. World Wide Web, etc.). More bursty and bandwidth-himgr>' new services zu'e 
expected to emerge in near future. Beside the demand for the tremendous amounts of network capacity 
for high-quality transmissions, in their nature, traffic classes generated by these services tend to have 
heterogeneous traffic characteristics and different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g., cell loss 
rate, delay, and jitter, etc.). As new bursty and heterogeneous traffic classes are added, network traffic 
changes more dyniimically and needs a much more complex model to capture the important statistical 
properties of it. Thus efficient management of network resources (e.g.. bandwidth edlocation. etc.) 
becomes a rigorously difficult task for network engineers. We have to confront with many new t>-pes of 
traffic classes whose traffic models are currently either unknown or poorly understood. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the transfer mode for implementing Broadband Integrated 
Services Digital Networks (B-ISDNs) and other high-speed networks. The term ~transfer~ comprises 
both transmission and switching cispects. so a transfer mode is a specific way of transmitting and 
switching information in a network. ATM provides a unified interface which is based on 53 octet cells 
for a vciriety of services having harshly different requirements. ATM cells are routed through fixed 
paths. Links and nodes in the network are shared by means of bandwidth allocation. Bandwidth 
edlocation de£ils with the problem of determining the amount of bandwidth required by a connection 
for the network to provide the required QoS. 
In generzd, two different bandwidth allocation schemes are used in ATM: deterministic and statistical 
multiplexing. When a deterministic bandwidth allocation scheme is used, bandwidth for each connection 
is allocated in a straightforward way. As cm example, for each connection, peak bit rate of the connection 
can be allocated. The advzmtage of this scheme lies in its simplicity of call admission control (CAC). 
This is because only knowledge of the peak bit rate of the traffic source is required for CAC. The 
new connection is accepted if the sum of the pe£ik rates of cdl the existing connections cind the new 
connection does not exceed link capacity. As long as traffic sources transmit cells at their peak rates. 
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this scheme seems to be very efficient. However, when a deteiministic bandwidth allocation scheme is 
used for bursty traffic sources, large amount of bandwidth can be wasted, particularly for those with 
large peak to average bit rate ratios. For bursty traffic sources, statistical multiplexing is desirable to 
achieve high utilization of network resources. Since bursty traffic sources are not likely to transmit cells 
at their peak rates simultaneously all together, when statistical multiplexing is used, bandwidth for 
each connection is allocated less than its peak rate, but necessarily greater than its average bit rate. 
But acciurate estimation of both statistical bzmdwidth requirement of an individual connection and the 
aggregate bandwidth usage of connections which are multiplexed to a given link, pose a formidable 
challenge. This is because the statistical bandwidth of a connection depends not only on its own 
stochastic characteristics, but also strongly on the characteristics of existing connections in the link. 
.Ajiother difficulty- in designing an efficient algorithm for the statistical bandwidth allocation is that 
decisions must be made on the fly. 
Most statistical bandwidth allocation schemes are based on the well-known concept of effective 
bandwidth which has been studied extensively. Section 2 outlines fimdamentals of equivalent capacity 
(or effective bandwidth used in this study), based on the work by Guerin et al. [1]. The concept 
of the equivalent capacity is widely used in CAC schemes to design admission criteria because of its 
efficient approximations for the problem of bandwidth allocation and simplicity smienable to red-time 
computations. For a given a QoS requirement (i.e.. cell loss probability in this study) and a few traffic 
descriptors for each traffic source, equivalent capacity represents the minimimi bandwidth needed at 
the multiplexer to support an arbitrarj- collection of traffic sources together without Wolating the QoS 
requirements. 
Traffic dispersion is credited as an effective way to improve link utilization and network performjince. 
especially when peak-to-mecui ratio and peak-to-link capacity ratio of the burst are relatively high [2]. 
By using traffic dispersion, a burst is divided into many number of sub-bursts, which are transmitted 
in parallel through multiple paths and ju'e resequenced at the destination. However, the impact of 
traffic dispersion on the effective capacity has not been studied well in the literature. There has been 
no thorough report on efficient traffic dispersion algorithms which are generally applicable in most of 
network traffic situations. This is due to the lack of accurate 2ind computationally amenable traffic 
model. 
.A.S an efficient way to facilitate the network management. Virtual Path (VP) concept has been 
proposed. A VP is a direct logical connection between two end nodes. More than one VP's can be 
established between a pjur of nodes. A logical VP network can be defined by viewing VP end points 
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as nodes and VP's as links. A lot of different logical VP networks can be configured dynamically for a 
given physical ATM network topology. Ultimately, network providers will design economic VT networks 
to meet both cell and call level QoS requirements (where the call level QoS requirement is that the 
blocking probability be below some level). 
Traffic control and resource management aire simplified in VP based networks. However, a priori 
reservation of resources on VP's also reduces the statistical multiplexing gain of the network, resulting 
in increased Call Blocking Probability (CBP). The focus of this study is on how to reduce CBP (or 
how to improve bandwidth efficiency for a given CBP requirement) by effective bandwidth allocation 
and routing algorithms, when link- capacity is reserved on VP's. Equivalent capacity concept is used to 
calculate the required bjmdwidth by the call. Each call is represented as a bursty cind heterogeneous 
multimedia traffic. First, we explore the effect of the traffic dispersion to achieve more statistical gain. 
Throughout this study, it is discovered how the effect of traffic dispersion changes with different traffic 
characteristics and the number of paths. Efficient routing algorithms including a cost effective traffic 
dispersion algorithm are designed. Simulation study shows that call blocking probability (CBP) can be 
significantly reduced by the algorithm. Next, this study provides analysis of the statistical behavior of 
the traffic seen by individual VP. as a result of traffic dispersion. This analysis is essential in estimating 
the required capacity of a VP accurately when both multimedia traffic and traffic dispersion are taken 
into account. Then anal\tical models are formulated, which captures the actual load distribution 
precisely. The cost effective design and engineering of VP networks requires accurate and tractable 
mathematical models which capture the important statistical properties of traffic. This study reveals 
that the load distribution estimated by equivalent capacity follows a Gaussian distribution which is the 
sum of two jointly Gaussian random variables. For the analysis of load distribution when cost effective 
traffic dispersion is used, we simplify' multiple paths as identicsd paths using the idea of .Approximation 
by Single Abstract Path (.A.SAP). and approximate the characteristics of the traffic seen by individual 
VP's as a result of the dispersion. The developed anal}rticai models and approximations are proven to 
be correct when compared with simulation results. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to related 
work. In chapter 3. the objectives cind assumptions for this study are illustrated. A cost-effective traffic 
dispersion zilgorithm is presented in Chapter 4, while simulation design cmd results aie discussed in 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 is devoted to analytical model. Finally. Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of 
this work zmd outlines possible future work. 
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2 PRELIMINARIES 
VP based ATM networks 
An ATM network is essentially constructed with nodes, physical links such as transmission lines, 
and terminals. Before a user starts transmitting cells over an ATM network, a connection has to be 
established. This is done in a call setup procedure. The main objective of this procedure is to establish 
a path between the sender and the receiver: this path, a Virtual Circuit' (V'C) in .\TM terms, may be 
routed through one or more ATM switches. On each of these ATM switches, resources (e.g.. bandwidth) 
have to be allocated to the new VC. Cells «ire transferred along the route assigned to the VC to which 
they belong. In this network, several node functions are needed. First, each node needs to recognize 
the outgoing link or terminal to which incoming cells should be sent. They also must determine the 
route for the V'C upon call request and rewrite routing tables to setup a route. If sufficient bandwidth 
czm not be reserved in the network for the requested call, the call connection should be refused to 
prevent network congestion. By ccdl blocking, specified transmission quidities such as cell delay and 
cell loss rate are assured for all connected VC's. Thus, the decision to refuse or accept the call at V'C 
setup procedure is another necessciry node fimction although the definition of bandwidth for burst\-
traffic (i.e.. statistical bandwidth) is a remaining problem that must be solved. .A.s an effective means 
to construct an ATM network, the concept called ~ Virtual Path" (VP) has been proposed. The VT* is 
a concept to simplify and eliminate some of these node fxmctions. In particular, it reduces processing 
loads generated by a VC setup procedure. The benefits provided by the concept also include simplified 
node structure, reduced control of routing and bandwidth. The VP is an information transport path 
defined as follows. 
• A VP is a logiczJ direct link between two nodes and accommodates a number of VC's simultane­
ously. 
• A predefined route is allocated for each VP in the physical facilities network. 
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• pArh VP has a bandwidth, in other words, "-capacity" which defines the upper limit for the total 
VC bandwidth carried by it. 
• VP's are multiplexed on ph}rsical transmission links in a cell multiplexing manner. In other words, 
transnaission facilities are shared by a number of VP's. 
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of VP based ATM network. Note that more than one VP's can be 
established between a pair of nodes. A nimiber of different logical VP networks can be configured 
djrnamically for a given physical ATM network topologj*. 
By using VP's with the features mentioned earlier, the required node functions are effectively sim­
plified. First, at VC setup, it becomes unnecessary to rewrite the routing table of the transit nodes such 
as node2 and nodeS for VPl in Fig. 2.1(a). This is made possible by Virtual Path Identifier (\PI) in 
each cell. At the transit nodes through wiiich the VP passes, an outgoing link for arrived cells can be 
recognized by comparing their VPI's with the routing table. Since the routing table is concerned with 
the \P cuxd not associated with each call, rewriting of the table is not necessjir>- at VC setup. Routing 
procedure at VC setup is also eliminated at the transit nodes because this is done by selecting the most 
appropriate VP from the end nodes terminating the VP. .Additionally, the trEuisit nodes are free from 
the bandwidth allocation process at VC setup. This can be carried out by comparing the bandwidth of 
the requested call to the unused bandwidth of the VP at the end nodes. Thus, by reserving resources on 
VP's, all VC setup functions can be eliminated from the transit nodes in the VP based .\TM network. 
.A.lso. VP's can be used to segregate traflSc types which require different QoS's. cind to facilitate 
aggregation with simileU' performance requirements. One rationale for using VP's for traflBc control is 
to separate different trziffic types in order to prevent them from interacting or interfering with each 
other. For exaimple. different types of traffic (e.g.. voice and data) may have verj- different trziffic 
characteristics and QoS requirements: the question of how to multiplex two or more diverse traffic 
classes while providing different QoS requirements at a switch, is a ver>- complicated, open problem. 
The problem can be simplified if different types of traffic are separated by assigning a VP with dedicated 
resources to each type of trsiffic. Usually. VP based .\TM networks are designed such that each VP 
carries one type of traffic with a specific QoS requirement. 
The efficient design and engineering of VP based ATM networks require three design issues to be 
addressed: VP capacity reservation, VC routing . and the topology of VP network (i.e.. the layout of 
VP's on a given ATM network). In [3], Gerstel et al. address the problem of designing a layout of VP's 
on a given ATM network. In order to simplify the problem, authors of [3] make several assumptions. 
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The load on a Hnlc is defined as the number of VP's that include the link in their paths. And only a 
single route between pairs of nodes is allowed. In our study, however, multiple VP's between any pair 
of nodes are considered. And we define the link load as the aggregate bandwidth of all VP's passing 
through the link. The bandwidth dedicated to each VP (i.e., VP capacity) differs from VT to VP. 
In this study, we do not explicitly address the topology design problem. Instead, our approach to 
this problem is to assume that any pair of nodes in the network has one or more VP's for each different 
class of QoS requirement. Since a VP network is ver>' likely to be connected densely, we believe this 
assmnption is feasible. Furthermore this assumption makes it possible to restrict fdl candidate VC 
routes to consist of single VP (i.e.. direct routing policy). In direct routing, calls are only allowed to be 
routed via a direct VP between a source node and a destination node. 
One of primzirj- objectives of this study is to improve network utilization through optimal \T 
bandwidth reservation when multipath VC routing algorithms are used. We also show that the optimal 
number of VP's between a piiir of nodes can be estimated by a deterministic way. In the following two 
sections, we briefly review^ related previous work on the VT capacity allocation and VC routing. 
VP capacity reservation 
In the literature, two VT capacity reserv-ation strategies have been used: a deterministic strategy* 
and a statistical strategy [4]. 
The deterministic strategy', advocated by [5]. reserves separate link capacity for each VP passing 
through the link. This approach treats a VT as if it were a physical link. .A. certain amount of buffer 
space at the source node and bandwidth at each physical link on this VT are dedicated to this VT. Since 
there is no statistical multiplexing performed among VT's at the link level, the sum of the reserved VT 
bandwidths on a link is not permitted to exceed the total capacity of this link. However, statistical cell 
multiplexing is still performed among VC's within a VP. Therefore, it is possible for the offered peak 
rate to a VP to exceed its allocated bandwidth over a short period of time. In such a case, cells that 
cannot be trzmsmitted are buffered at the source node of the VP. Since the instamtaneous transmission 
rate of a VT is limited to its reserved baindwidth. the buffer space required and the queueing delays 
incurred at transit nodes/links of the VP are very small, zmd are assimied to be negligible [5]. By 
making use of the fluid approximation technique [6] and identical traffic assumption. Gupta et al., in 
[5]. could define the capacity of a \T as the maximum number of VC's that the VP can carry. 
The study by Ohta et al. [7] is rather different from [5]. In their study, VP capacities are dynamically 
increased/decreased on demzmd in units of predetermined step size, instead of reserving capacity on 
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VP's for fixed length periods. By a«gaiTning that every call is homogeneous and that the traffic offered 
to each VP is identical, the authors study the effects of the step size on the trade-off between control 
cost and transmission cost. No statistical multiplexing effect is considered in allocating the bandwidth 
for a call or a VP, (i.e., the bandwidth is allocated deterministically). 
Obviously, both the identical traffic assumption and the fluid apprcodmation technique which is used 
to estimate the bandwidth requirement for a VC, can not be used in our study. The fluid approximation 
technique is known to be very conservative when the number of VC's multiplexed onto a VP is Izu'ge. 
In order to overcome this conservativeness. a stationziry approximation technique has been proposed 
by Guerin et al. [1]. Instead of estimating the the bandwidth requirement for an individual VC. the 
stationary approximation technique estimates the aggregate bcuidwidth requirement of all VC's on a 
VP. Throughout this study, the approach proposed by Guerin et al. [1] is used to estimate bandwidth 
requirement. 
The statisticcd strategj', inspired by [4], allows statistical multiplexing of cells from different VP's 
on a physical link- In this approach, instead of expUcitly reserving buffer space and link bandwidth for 
VP's, each VP is edlocated a dedicated number of VC's. each with a guaranteed QoS. such that CciU 
setup processing can still be done locally at the source node so long as the number of existing VC's 
within the VT Ls less than this munber. The actual reservation is done by pretending as if each VP has 
accepted as many as the dedicated number of VC's into the network. The ad\'antage of the statistical 
approach is that it provides better statistical cell multiplexing gciin thzin the deterministic strategj-. 
However, this advantage is offset by the fact that when some connections are routed over multiple VP's, 
a more stringent QoS gujirantee needs to be provided by each component VP. Two problems can be 
identified when implementing the statistical strategj". First, the traffic characteristics of a VC may 
change as the traffic travels along the path: these changes must be characterized. Second, we must 
determine how to assign the end-to-end QoS requirement to each link such that the overall end-to-end 
QoS can not be satisfied. 
Beside these two problems, a major drawback of this statistical VP capacity reservation strategj' 
arises from the assumptions which had to be made. By assuming that the traffic characteristic of every 
Ctill offered to a VP is identical, a dedicated number of VC's for each VP could be allocated. .Apparently, 
this approach would not work when heterogeneous trciffic sources are offered to a VT, which have the 
same QoS requirement (e.g.. cell loss ratio) but different traffic characteristics (e.g.. pejik rate and 
burstiness). 
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VC routing 
Traffic control and resource management are simplified in VP based networks. However, a priori 
reservation of resources on VP's also reduces the statistical multiplexing gains of the network, resulting 
in an increased Call Blocking Probability (CBP). Earlier research in VP networks. [8] for example, 
has focused on the reduction of CBP (or increasing bandwidth efficiency) in a homogeneous network. 
Thereafter, the study of routing algorithms to reduce CBP (i.e., to increase network efficienc\-) has 
been aai active research issue in VP based ATM networks. With the assxunption of identical bandwidth 
requirements for each call and no statistical multiplexing effect among calls, the routing of VC"s is 
similar to that of comiections in conventional drciiit switched networks. Thus, many dj-namic routing 
algorithms studied in the conventional networks have been applied to VP networks. Two well-known 
types of routing algorithms are Least Loaded Path (LLP) based and Markov Decision Process (MDP) 
based algorithms. The LLP method routes the alternate calls to the path with the maximum niunber 
of free circuits while MDP method formulates the routing problem as Markov Decision Process. Gupta 
et al. [5] studied the LLP approach, cmd Hwang et al. [9] studied MDP. Both of these studies used 
simulation. Wong et al. [10] also studied a LLP based routing algorithm called Maximum Free Circuit 
routing. 
Our study differs from this previous work in the following respects. The assumption of identical 
bandwidth requirement for each Ccdl was crucial in all previous work. However, since we consider 
heterogeneous traffic multiplexed onto a VP, this assumption cannot be justified. Instead of estimating 
the the bandwidth requirement for individual VC. the approach proposed by Guerin et al. [1] is used 
in our study to estimate the aggregate bandwidth requirement of all VC's on a VP. 
Second, we consider direct routing (or single hop routing) algorithms. In direct routing, calls are 
only allowed to be routed via a direct VP between a source node and a destination node. In [9. 10], a 
direct path and a few two-hop alternate paths are considered for each node pair. In our study, however, 
it is assumed that any pair of nodes in the network has one or more VP's for each different class of QoS 
requirement. We provide a deterministic way of estimating the optimal mmiber of VP's between a pair 
of nodes. The focus of this study is on how to reduce CBP (or how to improve bandwidth efficiency 
for a given CBP requirement) when establishing multiple single-hop XT's is possible between a pair of 
nodes. Furthermore, we explore the effect of the traffic dispersion, which is credited as an effective way 
to improve link utilization and network performzince. especially when peeik-to-mecin ratio and peadc-
to-link capacity ratio of the burst are relatively high [2]. We first design efficient routing algorithms 
including a cost effective traffic dispersion algorithm, and show that the network blocking probability 
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can be significantly reduced by the routing sdgorithm. We then examine VP capacity reservation and 
VP network design strategies. 
Finally, we use a deterministic VP capacity reservation strategy. With the assmnption of identical 
bandwidth requirement for each call in a VP, Hwang et al. [9] considered a statisticcd VP capacity 
reservation strategy, in addition to studying a deterministic strategy. When capacity is reserved on VP's, 
it may be desirable to d}man:iically adjust the allocation to improve link bandwidth utilization as well 
as to adapt to dynamic changes in network traffic flows. In this study, we assume that the reallocation 
of VP capacity should be done periodically on a much longer time scale than the interarrival time of 
successive calls. Furthermore, we assimie that the time interval between two VP capacity reallocations 
is significantly larger than the VC setup time. Under this assumption, routing of VC's can be performed 
as if the topology and the capacity of the VT network were fixed. 
Equivsdent capacity and traffic model 
Bsindwidth allocation is handled by C.\C. and estimating the accurate statisticcil bandwidth required 
is of most importance in any C-A.C strategj*. Estimating the value of the statistical bandwidth for an 
incoming call request must address the following issues: 
• the QoS requirements of the new connection must be guaranteed. 
• the QoS provided to cormections established previously must not be degraded to unacceptable 
levels when they are multiplexed with the new connection. 
.Accordingly, the statistical bandwidth of a connection depends not only on its own stochastic chzir-
acteristics, but also strongly on the characteristics of existing connections in the network. There hzis 
been much research on methods to evaluate the required bandwidth of aggregate sources of .\TM traf­
fic. and many solutions have been suggested. [11] and [12] provide a handy tutorial on the bzindwidth 
allocation and call admission control in high-speed networks. 
Perros and Elsayed. in [11], classified C.A.C schemes into the following groups based on the underlying 
principle that was used to develop the scheme: 
• equivalent capacity 
• heavy trziffic approximation 
• upper bounds of the cell loss probability 
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• fast buffer/bandwidth allocatioa 
• time windows. 
A niunerical performance compzirison of some call admission schemes is also presented in [II]. It 
shows that the equivalent capacity scheme, proposed by Gumn et ai [1], outperforms other schemes 
in many cases. 
Equivalent capacity provides a unified metric to represent the effective bandwidth of a connection 
as well as the effective aggregated load on network links at any given time. In other words, equivalent 
capacity can be defined as the bandwidth requirement of a single or multiplexed connections on the 
basis of their statistical characteristics. Equivalent capacities (or effective bzmdwidths) for a variety of 
traffic source models have been obtained by a host of research groups [1. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17]. In [13. 14] 
equivzdent capacities for multiple Markov modulated fluid-flow sources sharing a statisticed multiplexer 
with a large buffer is obtained. Gibbens cuid Hunt have extended the fluid-flow analysis of Anick 
et al. [6] to show that the notation of additive equivalent capacity exists for a set of heterogeneous 
on-off sources jointly accessing a chaimel [14], Kesidis et al. [15] have also shown the equivalent 
capacity expression for the sources represented by the Mzirkov-modulated Poisson process (MMPP) 
using techniques from large-deviation theorj'. The theory is being used widely to study the probabilistic 
behavior of large excursions or deviations of random variables from their mean \'alues. The theor>- is 
particularly useful in studying tail probabihties of random variables, and in obtaining estimates of their 
asymptotic behavior. Many authors explored these large-deviation techniques to estimate the effective 
bandwidth requirement (i.e.. equivalent capacity) [18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23]. 
The concept of equivalent capacity can be generalized to a variety of traffic source models, including 
those such as the Markov-modulated models which are frequently used to describe voice and video 
signals. For the sake of simplicity, however, we assume that each traffic source is represented by the 
two-state, continuous-time Markov ch£un of Fig. 2.2. This model, with appropriate adjustment of 
parameters, can be used to describe voice, compressed (VBR) video, and image traffic, as well as other 
bursty traffic. It has been shown that the equivalent capacity expression, obtained using this simple 
two-state on-off source model, is a special case of the more general form of Markov fluid-flow model 
[24]. It should be cilso noted that the traffic sources don't all have to be the on-off type. The additivity 
of equivalent capacities applies to any set of traffic sources shtuing the same delay and loss probability 
QoS parsuneters for which one can define effective capacities. 
An on-off traffic soiurce requires at least three parameters (i.e.. traffic descriptors) to represent it: 
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Figure 2.2 Basic on-ofF traffic source model 
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• Rpeak- connection's peak rate 
• mean burst length, and 
• mean idle time. a 
Or alternatively. 
• Rpeak- connection's peak rate 
• p = 5^: utilization of the connection (i.e., fraction of time the soiurce is active) 
• b: mean of the burst period. 
Heterogeneous sources would have different values for the three pareimeters. For homogeneous 
sources they would be the same. In this study we assume that the statistics of both intervals are expo­
nential and independent from each other. In [16] an effective bandwidth was derived for heterogeneous 
on-off sources where on periods and off periods cire dependent and generally distributed, in contrast 
to the widely used assiunptions of independent and exponentially or geometrically distributed periods. 
Kulkcumi et al. [25] considered the equivalent capacity vector for two-priority on-off source. 
Guerin et al. [1] have proposed the following expression as a good approximate measure of equi\'alent 
where Qf) is a fluid-flow approximation given by Eq.(2.2) and C(5) is a stationary approximation given 
The fluid-flow approximation. accurately estimates the equivalent capacity when the impact 
of individual connection's traffic characteristics is critical. It is a useful tool in meiny situations because 
of its additive property, as shown by Eq.(2.2). 
capacity C: 
C = mm[C,f).C(S)] (2.1) 
by Eq.(2.3). 
(2.2) 
where ~ii = 6^(1 — Pi)R)^ak ^ e • ^ ^ given buffer size in bits. 
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Given any set of multiplexed sources, one calculates the equivalent capacity of each source, and 
simply adds the capacities. In fluid-flow appraximation, the equivalent capacity of each traflSc source 
is independent on the characteristics of other traffic sources. The assumption here is that each source 
requires the same QoS parameter c (i.e., cell loss ratio in our study). However, when a large number 
of bursty connections are multiplexed together, their aggregated statistical behavior differs &om their 
individual traffic characteristic. This leads the fluid-flow appraximation to a conservative estimate of 
the equivalent capacity required. For such a case, stationary approximation, given by Eq.(2.3), provides 
reasonably accurate estimate, which approximates the distribution of the stationary bit rate on a link. 
C ( S )  « m + Ka. with K = \/—'2\ne — ln(2;r) (2.3) 
where, m is the mean aggregate bit rate (m = "^i)-
a is the standard deviation of the aggregate bit rate (o^ = 53t=i 
.A.S both approximations overestimate the actual value of the equivalent capacity for different range 
of connections characteristics, the equivalent capacity C is taken to be the minimum of C^p) and Qs) 
to predict the relatively accurate equivalent capacity of connections. 
In our study. Fig. 2.3 - Fig. 2.6 are obtained from simulations cind are in agreement with [1]. Fig. 
2.3 shows that, as expected, the fluid-flow approximation estimates the acctirate equivalent capacity for 
a single source. 
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the behavior of the equivalent capacity as a function of source utilization p when 
a small nimiber. 5, of homogeneous trziffic sources are multiplexed, each with 4Mbps peak rate and 0.1 
sec. mean burst period. In this example, flow approximation captures the required capacity reasonably 
well. On the other hcind. stationary approximation results in a substantial overestimate of the required 
capacity. This is because, as mentioned above, the basic assimiption of stationary approximation was the 
large nimiber of traffic sources multiplexed together. Five traffic sources are not enough for stationarj-
approximation to work properly. From simulation results, it was learned that at least more than 10 are 
reqtiired for the fair estimate. For more than 20 sources, stationarj- approximation works well. 
Now we evaluate the equivalent capacity when buffer size is not enough. Note that fluid-flow^ 
approximation counts on the size of buffer while stationarj' approximation does not. With the same 
buffer size of 3 Mbit as used in Fig. 2.4, if we increase either peak rate or mean burst period, we get 
the equivalent capacity as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. As either peak rate or mean burst period is increased 
by 10 times, more buffer capacity would be needed to guarantee the claimed cell level QoS (i.e.. Cell 
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(a) 4 Mbps peak rate and 1 sec mean burst (b) 40 Mbps peak rate and 100 ms mean burst 
period period 
Figure 2.5 Five identical sources with not enough buffer 
Loss Ratio). In practice, however, we cannot change the buffer size of the multiplexer d>*namically. 
Furthermore, the larger the buffer size, the longer the node delay. Instead, the equi%'alent capacity 
method counters increased peak rate and mean burst time by estimating the larger required capacity. 
In Fig. 2.5. stationary- approximation provides better estimate at low source utilization, while fluid-flow 
approximation is again more accurate at high source utilization. 
Fig. 2.5(b) demonstrates that, if two traffic have the same Rpeak x b (i e.. peak rate mean burst 
period product), behavior of the equivalent capacity of those two traffic are analogous. In this example. 
Fig. 2.5(b) is analogous to Fig. 2.5(a). Fig. 2.6(a) considers the multiplexing of larger numbers. 20. of 
homogeneous traffic sources, each with 10 Mbps peak rate and 100 ms mean burst period. It exhibits 
that, as the number of connections increased, the stationary approximation performs better, although it 
cilso overestimates. Fig. 2.6(b) illustrates the behavior of equivalent capacity for the traffic with longer 
mean burst period. Of importance here is the fact that the fluid-flow and stationary- approximations 
complement each other over different ranges of traffic characteristics. 
Efficiency of traffic dispersion 
One of the major attractive feature of ATM network is the use of statistical multiplexing, which 
allows several sources to share the capacity of a link statistically. This means that the demand for 
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(a) 100 ms mean burst period (b) 1 sec mean burst period 
Figure 2.6 Equivalent capadtj- for twenty homogeneous sources 
capacity may sometimes exceed what is available, cind cells may be lost. Such a problem of statistical 
multiplexing is aggravated when the trjiffic arrives in buirsts. Recent studies [26. 27] indicate that the 
data traflBc exhibits pronounced correlation with a high variance over long time periods. Keeping the 
loss probability at a tolerable level for such traflSc would require unreasonably low utilization of the 
network capacity. The problem might be handled at a source node by spreading the cells in time 
(shaping). However, when the trafBc is generated at a high rate in long bursts, the delay introduced by 
the shaping may become unacceptable. 
For a reasonably well connected network there would be several paths from a sender to any given 
destination. It may be necessar>% for instance, to provide reliability. The total capacity is partitioned 
spatially over the paths. Traditionally, only one of them would be chosen for the information transfer: 
usually the shortest one, measured in actual length or number of hops. Instead of using a single path, 
the sending process might disperse its traffic over ail the paths leading to the desired destination. A 
resource sharing close to the optimcd would then be possible. We call this generic technique ""traffic 
dispersion''. Fig. 2.7 shows zm illustration of spatial traffic dispersion and a model of a one stage 
multiplexer where k somrces generate trziffic which is spread over N links. 
Traffic dispersion makes it possible to alleviate the effects of bursty traffic and equalize the network 
loeid without introducing the delay incurred by shaping. The technique applies equally well to datagram 
as to VC networks. The traffic can be dispersed over multiple paths in the network, multiple links within 
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(a) Illustration of spatial trafiSc dispersion 
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(b) One-stage multiplexer 
Figiu-e 2.7 Generic traffic dispersion technique 
a path, or multiple physiccd channels, such as frequency or wavelength channels, within a link. The 
importemt thing in order to yield the gain is that the paths, links, or channels do not share transmission 
capacity statistically. Traffic is dispersed cell by cell or burst by burst over the chosen set of routes. 
The cells are put back in order at the receiver if needed. 
Traffic dispersion is akin to alternate path (multipath) routing, which provides several possible paths 
from which to choose in case the optimal path for some reason becomes congested. For example if a 
node notices congestion on its primary path, it reroutes the traffic over a precomputed alternate path. 
The distinction we make between traffic dispersion and alternate path routing is that the latter is done 
on the time scale of a session, while dispersion is done on cell or bursts of cells within a session. In most 
instances dispersion is preventive, while alternative path routing is reactive, triggered by some network 
problem. 
Traffic dispersion is a topic gaining interest, and much work has recently been done in the field. 
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Most of the work has concentrated on the evaluation of the gain in statistical sharing for the dispersion 
of various granularity. [28] provides a good survey on traffic dispersion. The work in [29] gives an 
introduction to the method and investigates how dispersion affects the queuing behavior in a one-stage 
multiplexer. This study is performed for the fixed number of sources, and all sources are dispersed over 
the szmie number of paths (i.e., same dispersion factor). The queuing behavior is demonstrated as a 
function of the given dispersion factor iV. Ccdculations and simulations show that c>xlic dispersion of 
ATM cells (as shown in Fig. 2.7(a)), generated by a two-state Markov chain, reduces the mean queue 
size as well as the overall queue size. Simulation results indicate that cjxlic dispersion is superior to 
dispersion of longer sequences of cells, regarding the queuing behavior. Also, it turns out that the 
mean queue size starts to level out when dispersing the traffic over five paths or more. The work 
in [2] investigates how dispersion affects the equivalent capacity [1], of a connection in a one-stage 
multiplexer. It presents for what values of source peak rate, burstiness and peak-to-link ratio, spatial 
traffic dispersion is useful. However, the results are obtjuned when a single source or multiple identical 
trciffic sources are multiplexed at an one-stage multiplexer. In their work, network link status(e.g.. 
utilization) is not considered, which changes d>-namically as connections are established and torn down. 
The traffic dispersion strategy- used in their work is dividing the source pezik rate evenly by the number 
of links involved. Their results indicate that dispersion decreases the equivalent capacity in general, and 
in particular for sources with high peak-to-mean ratio eind high peak-to-link ratio. These are actually 
the sources that are most difficult to handle in terms of statistical multiplexing. call admission control 
(C.A.C) scheme with traffic dispersion is presented in [30. 31]. The CAC scheme works as follows. At call 
request, the source declares its peak rate. A dispersion factor (i.e.. the degree of dispersion) is decided 
for the source. £md the source mean rate is estimated. The dispersion factor is chosen between 1 and 
10 according to the linear fimction of source peak rate. The source is then approximated by a Poisson 
process with bulk arrivals, where the bulk size corresponds to the pezik rate divided by the number of 
paths over which the traffic firom the source is spread. The capacity required for the source on one link 
is calculated with respect to an assigned mean queue size. The capacity is adjusted according to the 
ctirrent measured mean queue size in the multiplexer buffer, and if there is enough capacity available on 
the link, capacity for the source is allocated and the source starts sending. .At Ccdl setup, the capacity 
to be sdlocated depends on the current measured mean queue size. That is. if measured mean queue 
size is larger than the assigned value, the allocated capacity needs to be increased, and if the measured 
mean queue size is smaller than the assigned vzdue, the allocated capacity may be decreased. This 
makes the capacity edlocation and call acceptance decisions depend strongly on the meam queue size 
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measurements. 
Yet another implementation of the traffic dispersion idea is the string mode protocol, presented by 
Dejean et cU. [32]. The principle concept of the string mode is to chop bursts into smaller sub-bursts, 
called strings, and distribute them onto a number of parallel links (virtual paths). At any time, data 
from a source are transmitted on only one virtual path, so that sharing at the transmitting endpoint 
can be viewed as occurring serially in time. Routing of strings is determined diu±ig connection setup. 
And individual AT^I virtucd paths are not allocated at connection setup time, but are determined on 
the fly when each string is inserted into the network. In their work, the string length was determined 
by a fixed fimction of the peak cell rate of source traffic. Each string is distributed onto a number 
of linlf«; either in a random order according to an uniform distribution fimction or in a c\'clic manner 
(round-robin). In either case, the distribution is done without considering the load status of the VT's. 
They performed computer simulations to evaluate the string mode protocol, which was intended to 
investigate the impact of string length, peak bit rate, and allocated number of links with respect to 
the cell loss probabiUty in the buffer of the source node. The traffic characteristic of each source was 
assiuned to be identical. 
Chowdhury analyses the delay introduced by the resequencing function, which is needed when 
packets aie distributed over multiple parallel links [33]. The subject of resequencing is also discussed 
by Jean-Marie and Gun [34]. 
Throughout the work done so far. there is no thorough investigation of routing algorithm capable 
of finding an optimum number of paths nor is there an accurate dispersion strategy- for various traffic 
chciracteristics. These are issues on which we focus in this study. 
In the following, we illustrate how traffic dispersion affects the equivalent capacity needed for the 
trzmsmission of heterogeneous traffic. With dispersion, the traiffic from each source is sent over a separate 
path, disjoint from all the other paths. Each path is therefore only affected by the traffic from one of 
the dispersed sources, and this source can be seen as the fraction of traffic that the original soiu'ce 
sends over that specific path. In order to obtain the same load on a path with as without dispersion, 
we assimie that the path, instead of carrying the traffic from a given number of independent original 
sources, now carries the traffic from N times as many independent dispersed sources. That is. one path 
carries fractions of the traffic from each of N times as many original and independent sources. This 
justifies the independence criterion used in the capacity calculation. 
In this study, we refer to traffic dispersion as cyclic spreading of the cells from a source over the 
available paths. We define the dispersion factor, N, as the number of paths over which the traffic from 
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a source is spread. For an on-off traffic soiurce with peak rate ceils/unit-time. cyclic dispersion 
of cells corresponds to reducing the peak rate of a source on each of the paths to cells/unit-time, 
while source utilization p and mean burst period 6 are kept same. 
A number of different cases are examined, and presented in Fig.s 2.8 - 2.13. which show, for each 
value of TV, the aggregated equivalent capacity of a given set of heterogeneous traffic sources. The 
aggregated equivalent capacities were computed using Eq.(2.2) and Eq.(2.3) for various buffer sizes and 
a desired cell loss ratio (CLR) of 10"^. 
Essentially two different sets of heterogeneous traffic sources are used as the base set. and several 
variant sets zure produced from each base set. The impact of different peak rates is first considered in 
Fig. 2.8, where 20 sources, all with a source utilization p of 0.1 and a mean burst period b of 100 ms 
but uniformly distributed peak rates ranging from 1 Mbps to 20 Mbps. are multiplexed onto a single 
path. 
The next base set of heterogeneous sources, shown in Fig. 2.9, considers a situation where a number 
of relatively low-speed soturces are multiplexed with a high-speed bursty sources. The multiplexed 
sources consist of 18 identical sources with a peak rate of 1 Mbps and and two sources with a higher 
peak rate of 20 Mbps. This example examines the impact of very different peak rates in computing the 
required capacity sdlocation. 
Other variant sets are originated &om these two base sets to investigate some aspects of the inter­
actions between sources with different mezm biurst periods and source utilization. Fig. 2.11 £md Fig. 
2.13. for example, attempt to study the potential impact of bursty sources on bandw^idth requirements 
of Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.12 respectively. 
In general, equivalent capacity decreases as N grows. However, results show that a dispersion factor 
of about eight seems to be stifficient. At that point, most of benefits cire obtained. £md increasing the 
dispersion factor further does not give significant improvements. Furthermore, dispersion causes larger 
capacity reductions in the case with a relatively smcdl or moderate buffer size. For very large buffers 
dispersion does not affect the equivalent capacity, but will probably reduce the delay, and for very small 
buffers dispersion over a modest number of paths cannot improve the situation, unless there are enough 
sources to obtziin multiplexing effects. Since traffic dispersion requires resequencing £ind extra signaling 
to setup multiple VC's. it should be used only when it gives significant benefits. This is the basic idea 
for our design of a cost effective dispersion algorithm. The eJgorithm finds an optimeii value of JV, where 
the gain in equivalent capacity (i.e., capacity reduction) balances the traffic dispersion cost. 
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3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The focus of this study is on how to reduce CBP (or how to improve bandwidth efBciencj- for a 
given CBP requirement) when link- capacity is reserved on VP's. Thus, primarj- objectives of this study 
are to: 
• design eflBcient routing algorithms including a cost effective traflBc dispersion algorithm. 
• examine VP capacity reservation zind VT network design strategies. 
• provide insights of statistical behavior of traiffic. This is essential to estimate the accurate equi\-a-
lent capacity of a VP when both heterogeneous multimedia traflSc and traflBc dispersion are taken 
into account. 
• explore the clanges in traffic characteristics as a result of routing algorithms. When input traffic 
is dispersed to multiple VP's, the statistical characteristics of traffic seen by each \'P is much 
different from those of input traffic which initially arrived at the system (i.e.. the multiplexer). 
Thus, taking what 2ire given a priori as parameters, we want to find quantitative expressions 
which determine: 
— optimal number of VP's 
— VP capacity required to guarantee the claimed CBP 
— probability of dispersion. 
— statistics of the number of paths taiken by a dispersed call 
— statistical characteristics of the traffic seen by each VP as a result of routing 
Following assimiptions were made for this study. 
• Although the optimal number of VP's between a pair of nodes is a subject to design, any pair of 
nodes has one or more VP's for each different class of QoS requirement. Thus, each VP carries 
only one type of traffic with a specific QoS requirement. 
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In this study, we do not explicitly address the topology design problem. Instead, our approach to 
this problem is to assume that any pair of nodes in the network has one or more VP's for each 
different class of QoS requirement. Since a VP network is very likely to be connected densely, we 
believe this assumption is feasible. 
We use deterministic VP capacity reservation strategy. In this study, we assiune that the realloca­
tion of VP capacity should be done periodically on a much longer time scale than the interarrival 
time of successive calls. Furthermore, we assume that the time interval between two VP capacitj-
reallocations is significantly larger than the VC setup time. Under this assumption, routing of 
VC's can be performed as if the topology and the capacity of the VP network were fixed. 
We consider direct routing (or single-hop routing) eilgorithms. In direct routing, calls are only 
allowed to be routed via a direct VP between a source node and a destination node. 
Heterogeneous traffic is considered. Each c<ill behaves as an on-off fluid source represented by 
the two-state continuous-time Markov chain of Fig. 2.2. Successive on-off periods (i.e.. mean 
burst length, and mean idle time) are assimied to be mutually independent and identically 
distributed. 
Call arrivals follow^ Poisson arrival. 
Call durations are exponentially distributed. 
We define link load as the aggregate bandwidth of all VP's passing through the link. Throughout 
this study, equivalent capacity, proposed by Guerin et al. [1]. is used to estimate bzmdwidth 
requirement. 
Traffic dispersion is taken into account. The trziffic dispersion strategj- used in this study is 
dividing source peak rate evenly by the number of VP's involved (i.e.. cyclic dispersion). 
Followings are cissiuned to be known a priori: 
- a physical ATM network and the capacity of each link 
- statistical distribution and mean value of call arrival rate between a pair of nodes 
- statistical distributions and mean values of input traffic descriptor. [Rpeak-, P-
- desired cell level QoS (i.e., CLR) and call level QoS (i.e., CBP) 
- parameters of the traffic dispersion zilgorithm. 
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4 COST EFFECTIVE DISPERSION ROUTING ALGORITHM 
The traffic dispersion algorithm proposed in this study, named Cost Effective Dispersion (CED). 
decides the optimal mmiiber of paths based only on the current statistics of the VP load and the trziffic 
descriptor of new call. If someone can speculate the statistical characteristics of upcoming calls, more 
efficient algorithm could be designed. However, heterogeneous input traffic, as modeled in the pre\'ious 
section, does not lend us the long term perspective of it. This is because: 
• the equivalent capacity required by a VP varies very sensitively depending on the traffic descriptors 
of the calls already existing on that particular VP as well as the traffic descriptor of the new call 
at the instance of call arriving. 
• even without using traffic dispersion, statistics of VP load will var>- significzmtly as a result of 
Call .\dnaission Control (CAC) depending on the sequence of call arrivals. 
• traffic dispersion alters the characteristics of input traffic by spreading out the peeik rate into 
multiple VP's. 
• trciffic dispersion algorithm is initiated upon zirrival of a new call by the statistical multiplexer of 
a VP source node, and the decision must be made on the fly. 
.A.S a consequence, in the design process of the cdgorithm. major concern had to be on the optimization 
of the cost-performzmce fimction w^hich decides the number of dispersion paths upon arriving of a new-
call. The algorithm determines whether traffic dispersion be used or not. When traffic dispersion is 
beneficial, it determine the favorable paths in terms of the cost of traffic dispersion. The proposed traffic 
dispersion algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4.1 is optimized for both the traffic dispersion cost and the call 
level QoS (i.e.,CBP). Because traffic dispersion requires resequendng and multiple setup of VC's. it 
should be used selectively only when it is necessary to keep the overall CBP below the given call level 
QoS. Efficiency of the edgorithm was evaluated in terms of the probability of dispersion eind the average 
number of paths in this study. The algorithm is designed to increase the number of dispersion paths 
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only when the reduction in the equivalent capacity (i.e., traffic dispersion gain) is greater than the cost 
measured in equivalent capacity. 
The cost of the traffic dispersion is a linear fimction of the number of dispersion paths iV. and 
defined as: 
cost = Average Free Capacity x coefficient x {N — 1). (4.1) 
where coefficient is given as an input parameter of the algorithm. 
By taking free capacity into accoimt, traffic dispersion algorithm is more adaptive to the network 
load. In lightly loaded network, traffic dispersion is used only when the dispersion gain is significcmt 
while it is more likely used even with smztller gain in heavily loaded network. 
For the sake of simpUcity of designing and managing a statistical multiplexer, it is assumed that 
the source peak rate is divided equally when trsiffic dispersion is used. Cells are generated by a source 
at its peak rate Rpeak, and they are transmitted through A' dispersion paths in c\xlic manner so that 
a 
each dispersion path receives cells at the rate of . By dividing source peak rate Rpeak • equi\'alent 
capacity requirement induced by the new call is effectively distributed to A" dispersion paths. For each 
dispersion path, however, the increment in equivalent capacity by the source peak rate is quite 
different from that of other dispersion paths depending on the traffic descriptors of existing calls on 
that path. Traffic dispersion gain does not always increase monotonically nor linearly as the number 
of dispersion paths increases. It totally depends on the statistical distribution of traffic descriptors of 
existing calls on each VP. which varies at each VT. In order to calculate the exact traffic dispersion 
gcdn. it is assumed that the realistic niunber of VP's are established for the same class of QoS traffic 
between a pair of source and destination nodes. Simulation results show that the traffic dispersion gain 
is not considerable when the number of dispersion paths is larger than 8. 
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Cost Effective Dispersion (CED) 
Assume that VPi. VPo, • - •, VPi, • • •, sure avadlable. 
A = oo: 5 = {0}; 
N = 1; 
do 
for each VPi do 
calculate <Syv,i induced by the new call with b)\ 
end 
Ss = {0}; 
select N VP's with the least 6s.i  —Ss-
= Eiesv 
if > 2 then 
if A,v < Ai — cost and A,v < A then 
A = A:V- >5 = -Siv; 
endif 
else 
A = Ai;  S = Si: 
endif 
N = iV + 1; 
while N < M 
Figiure 4.1 Cost effective dispersion algorithm 
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
Simulation peu^meters 
• Routing algorithms 
- For the purpose of compsirison. two non-dispersion routing algorithms (i.e.. LLP and 
mIS) are tested. Upon call jurival. LLP selects a least-loaded VPi while mIS chooses a 
single path VPi with the least Ji,j. 
- As a dispersion routing algorithm, CED is used. 
• TraflBc descriptors 
- Rpeak- exponentially distributed with mean values of 8Mbps and 16Mbps 
- 0 < p < 1: exponentially distributed with mean vzdues of 0.1 and 0.2 
- 6 > 0: exponentially distributed with mean values of 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec 
• Mean call arrival rates were designed for each simulation such that, when LLP is used with 8 
VT's. each VP achieves average 80Mbps lojid. These are reference mean cirrival rates. Half 
and double of these reference mean cirrival rates were also used in simulations. 
• As desired CBP's. 0.0001. 0.001. and 0.01 were used. 
Performance of routing algorithms 
Simulation results, presented in Fig. 5.1 - Fig. 5.8, show capacity requirements for various trafSc 
chjuracteristics. 
• Effect of 6 is not significant. This observation is a strong indication that the required equiv­
alent capacity is mostly determined by stationary approximation when the average number 
of connections is relatively large. 
• Even though both LLP and mIS aie single path algorithms, their performances are quite dif­
ferent. This is because the equivalent capacity varies sensitively depending on the statistical 
characteristics of existing calls. 
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(b) when A = 2.48 (a) when A = 1.24 
(c) when A = 4.96 
Figure 5.1 Beindwidth requirement when [Rpeak = 8Mbps, p = O.I. 6 = 0.5sec] 
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(a) when A = 1.08 (b) when A = 2.16 
• w i w i n w i w i n i j M i i i i i n n m T n f f T i r t n n  r i - i T T  r t  T f n f T r r w i t  iioor I 
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(c) when A = 4.32 
Figure 5.2 Bandwidth requirement when [Rpeak = 8AIbps,p = 0.1.6 = l.Osec] 
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(a) when A = 1.105 (b) when A = 2.21 
»ooootQ>caPinB MI. •*^fciOi«oni4»H 
(c) when A = 4.42 
Figure 5.3 Bandwidth requirement when [Rptak = 8Mbps. p = 0.2.6 = 0.5sec] 
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(a) when A = 0.94 (b) when A = 1.88 
ooootqtcaptni m.mo3.>»to>OBi*m 
NtanoarofV^Mi 
(c) when A = 3.76 
Figure 5.4 Bandwidth requirement when [Rpeak = 8Mbps,p = 0.2,6 = l.Osec] 
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OGOot if 1^1. e-oie uei 
(a) when A = 0.505 (b) when A = 1.01 
«0.AeO1<«CV(IW«CM. Miat.MSsOaiMI 
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mis CEOal CEM CEO«20 
MwbwelVPsii 
(c) when A = 2.02 
Figure 5.5 Bandwidth requirement when [i?p = 16 Af ftps, p = 0.1,6 = O.Ssec] 
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(a) when A = 0.4525 (b) when A = 0.905 
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(c) when A = 1.81 
Figure 5.6 Bandwidth requirement when [Rp = 16Mbps,p = 0.1.6 = l.Osec] 
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• OflOOl fllClF FWi w. fiAt BAle »W| 
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KuaMv«fVP»wM« 
(a) when A = 0.4675 (b) when A = 0.935 
• OOOOl a« cap taOX MS* OsMaMl 
NwewelVPeteed 
(c) when A = 1.87 
Figure 5.7 Bzindwidth requirement when [Rp = \6Mbps,p = 0.2,6 = 0.5sec] 
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(a) when A = 0.4175 (b) when A = 0.835 
oeeei ^ OP i«A2. e-i e» Oe«N 
NwnMv«IVP»yi 
(c) when A = 1.67 
Figure 5.8 Bandwidth requirement when [Rp = 16iV/6ps,p = 0.2.6 = l.Osec] 
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• When either LLP or mIS is used, for all simulation results, required capacity increases as the 
number of VP's grows. This is coincident with the argument that a priory reservation of 
resources on VP's reduces the statistical multiplexing gain, resulting in an increased CBP. 
• Traffic dispersion is particularly effective when multiple VP's are used. In those cases, 
simulation results show that CED can save 40% ~ 60% of capacity. 
• Even when the phjrsical link capacity is large enough to establish a single VP with huge 
capacity, traffic dispersion can save about 30% of capacity in many cases. 
3. Effect of CED cost coefficient on the dispersion factor DF 
Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 illustrate the effect of CED coefficient on the dispersion factor DJ. the 
nimiber of paths taken by a call. These were measured when simulations in Fig. 5.1(a) were 
performed. In this particulsir instances, bandwidth requirements are about same, no matter what 
coefficient value is used. However, as intended, the statistics of dispersion factor differs when 
different CED cost coefficients is used: smaller the coefficient. larger the dispersion factor. With 
the coefficient of 0.05. only 30% of calls took more th£ui one paths when 8 VP's were used. 10% 
when 4 VT's were used. For other input traffic characteristics, bandwidth requirements differ 
up to 20 %, depending on the CED cost coefficient. It does not increase linearly as a function 
of the coefficient, rather it varies with the number of VP's as well as the given input traffic 
chzu-acteristics. .-Uthough it is not linear, bemdwidth requirement increases as the coefficient 
increases. Thus, network engineers can have an option to choose from less dispersion and less 
bandwidth requirement. 
4. Traffic characteristics as a result of routing 
When input traffic is routed to multiple VP's or dispersed, statistical characteristics of the input 
traffic seen by each VP are much different from those of input traffic which initicdly arrived at 
the system (i.e., the multiplexer). Thus, in the following, we investigate the effect of routing 
algorithm on the characteristics of traffic. In particular, we are interested in the distributions of 
interarrival time, peak rate, source utilization and mean burst period. These are very important 
variables when we develop 2in2d3rtical models. Thus, we explore these quantities more intensively 
later. 
(a) Fig. 5.11 shows CDF of interarrived time collected at VPQ when simulations of Fig. 5.1(a) 
were performed with 8 VP's. Means juid standard deviations are sunamarized at Table 5.1. 
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PIM-it:! 
4(7% 
4t7% 
PIN^IOK PfUt ts% 
(a) Cotf = 0.0025 (b) Coef = 0.01 
t 14% 
PIN.It 
(c) Coef = 0.05 
Figure 5.9 Effect of CED coefficient on Dj [8 VP's] 
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P1M.I1: 
P(N«lt8B% 
(c) Coef = 0.05 
Figure 5.10 Effect of CED coefficient on D/ [4 VP's] 
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(a) CED with Coef 0.0025 (b) mIS (c) LLP 
Figure 5.11 CDF of interarrival time at VPQ 
Basically, they are anzilogous to those of exponential distributions. Note that, before routing, 
interarrivcd time of input traffic is exponentially distributed with mean of . Mean and 
standard deviation of exponentiad distributions should be same. When CED is used, these 
two are about ssune. From Fig. 5.9(a) the mean number of paths taken by a call is found to 
be 3.86. If we assume that each VT is selected equally likely, the mean Ccill interarrival time 
at each VT is 8/(3.86 x 1.24). i.e.. 1.67. same as the one measured by simulation. Thus, the 
assumption is proven to be correct. Similar results were obt£dned when 4 VP's are used. 
(b) Same arguments are possible for the distribution of peak rates. When either mIS or LLP is 
used, mean of peak rate distribution is almost equal to that of input traffic before routing. 
For CED. mean of peak rate is divided by 3.86. the average number of paths taken by a call. 
However, varicince was reduced, meaning that the distribution is not exponential one. We 
will investigate this in detail later. Fig. 5.12 shows CDF's of RPEAK collected at VPQ when 
simulations of Fig. 5.1(a) were performed with 8 VP's. Means and standard deviations are 
summarized at Table 5.2. For mIS and LLP, Rpeak distribution at individual VP was same 
as that of input traffic. 
(c) The distributions of source utilization p (Fig. 5.13 and Table 5.3) and mean burst period b 
(Fig. 5.14 and Table 5.4) were kept unchzmged. as expected. When CED is used, means of 
these two distributions are sUghtly increased. When mIS is used, mean of mean burst period 
distribution differs from VP to VP. in particular, for the case of 4 VP's (Table 5.5). 
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Table 5.1 Mesui (tr) of interarrival time at VFq 
VPO VPl VP2 VPS VP4 VPS VP6 VP7 
CED 1.67 
(1-79) 
1.66 
(1-76) 
1.66 
(1-75) 
1.66 
(1-75) 
1.67 
(1.77) 
1.67 
(1-77) 
1.66 
(1.76) 
1.67 
(1.77) 
mis 6.40 
(10.54) 
6.91 
(11-49) 
8.03 
(12.64) 
9.69 
(11.80) 
7.45 
(11.61) 
6.84 
(11.46) 
5.18 
(9.37) 
4.97 
(9.18) 
LLP 6.61 
(13.39) 
6-25 
(12.08) 
6-53 
(13.39) 
6.54 
(12.92) 
6.36 
(12.15) 
6.51 
(12.74) 
6.40 
(12.86) 
6.65 
(12.81) 
r. 
(a) CED (0.0025) 
tn* ««»•» •• 
z 
(b) mis 
Figiire 5.12 CDF of R^AK at VPQ 
( c )  LLP 
Table 5.2 Mean (<T) of Rpeak at VPa 
VPO VPl VP2 VP3 VP4 VPS VP6 VP7 
CED 2.08 
(1.72) 
2.07 
(1-72) 
2.07 
(1.64) 
2.07 
(1-62) 
2.07 
(1-67) 
2.07 
(1-65) 
2.07 
(1.68) 
2.06 
(1-64) 
mis 8.05 
(7.96) 
8.10 
(8.11) 
8.32 
(8.46) 
8.23 
(8.35) 
8.21 
(8.26) 
8-12 
(8.15) 
7.82 
(7-71) 
7.68 
(7.44) 
LLP 8.11 
(8.19) 
7.93 
(7.99) 
7.91 
(8.03) 
8.00 
(8.00) 
7.95 
(7.94) 
7.96 
(7.89) 
7.93 
(7.9S) 
8.12 
(8.00) 
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(a) CED (0.0025) (b) mlS (c) LLP 
Figure 5.13 CDF of p at VPQ 
Table 5.3 Mean { a )  of p  at VPQ 
VPO VPl VP2 VP3 VP4 VPS VP6 VPT 
CED 0.11 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
O.ll 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
mis 0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.11 
(0.10) 
o.ll 
(0.10) 
o.ll 
(O.ll) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.09 
(0.09) 
0.09 
(0.09) 
LLP 0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(O.IO) 
o.io 
(O.IO) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
0.10 
(0.10) 
(a) CED (0.0025) 
Figure 5.14 CDF of b at VPQ 
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Table 5.4 Mean {<r) of b at VPo 
VPO VPl VP2 VP3 VP4 VPS VP6 VP7 
CED 0.65 
(0.55) 
0.65 
(0.55) 
0.64 
(0.55) 
0.64 
(0.54) 
0.64 
(0.55) 
0.64 
(0.54) 
0.64 
(0.55) 
0.64 
(0.55) 
mXS 0.49 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.42 
(0.46) 
0.44 
(0.47) 
0.43 
(0.47) 
0.48 
(0.49) 
0.57 
(0.52) 
0.60 
(0.51) 
LLP 0.50 
(0.51) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.49) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.51 
(0.51) 
Table 5.5 Mean {A) of 6 at VPQ with 4 VP's 
VPO VPl VP2 VPS 
CED 0.60 
(0.50) 
0.48 
(0.45) 
0.41 
(0.40) 
0.46 
(0.43) 
miS 0.53 
(0.50) 
0.62 
(0.52) 
0.30 
(0.40) 
0.40 
(0.47) 
LLP 0.50 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
0.51 
(0.50) 
0.50 
(0.50) 
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6 ANALYTICAL MODELS 
The simiilation study, presented in section 3, demonstrates how traffic dispersion routing algorithms 
improve bandwidth efficiency significantly for a given CBP requirement (or reduce CBP for a given 
capacity reserved for the VP), when establishing more than one VP's for each different class of QoS 
is possible. With the efficient traffic dispersion routing algorithm., such as CED proposed in section 4. 
network engineers will look for the cost effective VP network design strategies. In order to sketch the 
required capacity and the optimal number of VP's, an accurate and tractable anzdytical model must be 
developed. 
Providing insights of statistical behavior of trziffic is the primary- objective of developing the an-
aljrticcd model. This is essential to estimate the accurate equivalent capacity of a VP when both 
heterogeneous multimedia traffic and traffic dispersion are taken into account. Furthermore, we would 
like to explore the effect of routing algorithm on the chciracteristics of input traffic. WTien input traffic 
is dispersed to multiple VP's, the statisticcd characteristics of the traffic seen by each VP is much dif­
ferent from those of input traffic arrived at the multiplexer. If round-robin routing is used and trjiffic 
dispersion is performed with fixed dispersion factor for ever>' arriving call, it would be simple to predict 
the statistical characteristics of traffic stream for each VP, However, for any djuamic routing algorithm, 
it poses a formidable chcdlenge. 
Followings are assumed to be known a priori: 
• a physical ATM network and the capacity of each link 
• statistical distribution and mean value of call arrival rate between each pair of nodes 
• statistical distributions and mean values of input trziffic descriptor, [i?. p, 6] 
• desired cell level QoS (i.e., CLR) and call level QoS (i.e., CBP) 
• pzirameters of the traffic dispersion silgorithm. 
Talking what are given above as parameters, we want to find quantitative expressions which deter­
mine: 
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• optimal number of VP's 
• VP capacity required to guarantee the claimed CBP 
• probability of dispersion. 
• statistics of the niunber of paths taken by each call 
• statistical characteristics of the traffic seen by each VP. such as 
— distribution of call arrival rate 
— distribution of peak rate, R 
— distribution of mean source utilization, p 
— distribution of mean biurst period, b. 
If we consider only homogeneous traffic and fluid-flow approximation as in [5. 9. 10]. a VT of an 
one-stage multiplexer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7(b), can be represented as a continuous-time Markov 
chciin shown in Fig. 6.1. Then analysis would be straightforward. This is because each state can be 
represented by a single parameter, the number of connections. The equivedent capacity of each state 
is simply obtained by multipl}ring the equivalent capacity of a connection by the nimiber connections 
at the state. With assimiptions of homogeneous traffic eind fluid-flow approximation, each connection 
requires an identical equivalent capacity which is estimated by Eq.(2.2). Thus, upon call zirrival. routing 
(i.e.. determining pij's in Fig. 6.1) is performed with only knowledge of the number of connections in 
each VP. State transitions are determined by Xpij and the reciprocal of call holding time (i.e.. service 
rate n), where A is a given meein Poisson arrival rate and Ccdl holding times are exponentially distributed 
with mean Once we solve this queueing system in terms of stationairy state probability. ir,j, required 
VP capzwrity for a given CBP are easily determined by investigating the Q-function of ir. 
However, for heterogeneous traffic, the nimiber of connections does not give any deterministic infor­
mation to estimate the equivalent capacity. It is estimated by Eq.(2.1). and its calculation requires the 
distributions of peak rate, R, mean source utilization, p. and mean burst period, 6. 
One may consider a Markov chain representation. But, even for the moderately accurate model, 
explosion of the number of states and extremely complicated state transitions make this approach 
intractable. Yet there is no analytical model reported in the literature, which can describe the statistical 
behavior of heterogeneous traffic as a result of routing algorithms with trziffic dispersion. Traditional 
teletraffic analysis methodologies axe unsuitable for modeling this problem. 
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^Pi./ 
Figure 6.1 Markov chain for a multiplexer with N VP's 
Consequently, one must solve the functions of several random variables. Since a fimction of random 
Veuiables is also a random variable, if we let traflSc descriptor [i?, p. 6] be a three-dimensional random 
variable, then C in Eq.(2.1). Qp) in Eq.(2.2), and C^s) Eq.(2.3) are also random variables. Then, it 
is obvious that, if we obtain Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of the load distribution (i.e.. CDF of 
C) of a VT, VP capacity required to meet a given call level QoS (i.e., CBP) is determined readily by 
investigating the point where the CDF becomes greater than 1 — CBP. 
Single path load distribution 
In order to illustrate the method, we assimae, for the time being, that R, p, and b are exponentially 
distributed random variables with mean values of R, p, and 6, respectively. This is when the traflac 
dispersion is not used. If CED is used, i? is no longer an exponentially distributed random variable. 
We will investigate this shortly later. Furthermore, we assume that the equivalent capjicity of the VP 
is Ijirgely determined by stationary approximation, Qs). 
Eq.(2.3) can be represented equivalently as: 
N N 
C { S ) N  = ^ ^RkPk + ~ Pt)i (6-1) 
ifc=l > ifc=l 
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where N is a, i.i.d. random variable. 
If we define random variables A4j\/- and as; 
N 
Mj\r = ^  RkPki 
Sj^ = 
k^l (6-2) jV 
k=l 
then. 
C{S)M' ~ (6.3) 
Now. C^s)jV becomes the smn of two correlated random variables M\- and 5,v'- Thus, the pdf of 
'^(Sj.vcan be obtained by the linear transformation method, if we find the proper joint pdf of ,MA^ and 
Sy as well as the marginal pdf's of them- In the following, we will see how these are obtained-
1. Probability density function of -W^v" 
Random variable is a fimction of two independent random variables 1Z and p. In detciil. it is 
the sum of a random number of rzindom variable: 
rY = Tip. (6.4) 
(a) pdf of Hp 
In order to find the pdf of we need to get the pdf of X first. .A.ssume p = Q, then 
AL = TZg is simply a scaled version of V.. The event {A' < x} occurs when .4 = {'R.o < x} 
occurs- Thus, the CDF of A" is given by; 
Fx(x\q) = p[n < -] 
^ (6-5) 
= FR ( - ) .  Q 
We can find the pdf of X by differentiating it with respect to x; 
fx{x\Q) = i/7j(-|e). Q Q (6-6) 
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The pdf of is therefore: 
fx(x) = f  -fii{-\Q)fp{0)dg 
J-oo e Q 
- L  
-  
~ 1 . ,X 
(6.7) 
-oo e Q 
We now use that fact that H. and p are independent and exponentially distributed with 
means ^ and p, respectively. Also, we know that 0 <TZ < <x, and 0 < p < 1. Thus, the pdf 
of "Rp is: 
fxix) = r -M-)Mg)dg X > 0. (6.8) 
Jo+ 9 Q 
If we expand pdf's of Ti. and p: 
/^(z) = -^ r (6.9) 
Hp 7o+ Q 
Since this integration would not provide closed form solution, numerical solution is used in 
this study. 
(b) pdf of Mj\/-
From Eq.(o.l4) in [35], we know that the characteristic function of the sum of A' random 
numbers of A" is found by evaluating the generating function of A' at c = #.v(u;). The 
cheuracteristic function of A'. $.v(u;) is: 
roc (6.10) 
= / Sx{x)e"^'dx. 
J —oc 
where fx{x) is the pdf of random variable X. 
If we assume that the call arrival process of a VP is a Poisson process with mean A, the nimiber 
of connections at a VP can be modeled as M/M/oc queue, also called delay center. When 
mean service time (i.e., exponentially distributed call holding time) is s. traffic intensity r is 
Ait by definition. Then stationary state probability (i.e., probability of n connections in 
the VP) is: 
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T^C TTn = (6.11) 
n! 
This is the familiar probability mass function (pmf) of Poisson random variable with mean 
r, and its probability generating function is given by: 
Gffiz) = (6.12) 
Therefore, the characteristic fimction of Mjsr = can be found by evaluating 
Eq.(6.12) at z = ^^•(u;): 
= <Jiv(^-*-(w)) 
(6.13) 
Now we can obtain the pdf of Mj^r by taking the inverse transform of $,v< ^.(u;): 
/.vi.v(x) = ^ r (6.14) 27r 
Fig. 6.2 shows the pdf of when 8 Mbps. 0.1. 0.5 sec., and 2.48 are used for R. p. b. emd 
A, respectively. In the figure, dotted line depicts the Gaussian pdf with meiin and variance of 
,Mjv". It is not amaring that the pdf of Mjs/' is approximately the Gaussian pdf. As defined 
by Eq.(6.2), Mjij- is the sum of N random variable X. With 60 sec. mean service time s, 
the average number of connection is about 150. which is large enough to apply the Central 
Limit Theorem. The theorem tells, as long as X has a finite mean and finite variance, the 
CDF of a properly normalized Ai/j" approaches that of a Gaussian random variable. It is 
obvious that the random variable X^ as defined by Eq.(6.4), has finite mean and variance. 
2. Probability density function of KSj\j-
To get the pdf of we need to find the pdf of "R^pO- ~ P)- Let's define random variables U,  
V, and W as follows: 
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Gaussian 
as 
300 2S0 too 200 SO 
Figure 6.2 Distribution of 
W = Tl-. 
W = p(l-p). 
V = a- (6.15) 
= TZ-p{l-p) 
= WLi. 
(a) pdf of W = "Rr 
The event {W < u;} occurs when {Tl- < u;} or equivalently when { — y/w <TZ< y/w} for w 
nonnegative. The event is null when w is negative. Thus the CDF of VV is: 
Fw(u') =0 for u; < 0 
(6.16) 
FTi(y/w) — F-ji^—y/w) for w > 0. 
We get the pdf of W by differentiating it with respect to w: 
fw{w) = for If > 0. (6.17) 
We used the fact that 0 <71 < oo. Since 72^ is an exponentially distributed random variable 
with mean "R, Eq.(6.17) turns into: 
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fMw) = (6.18) 
2Ky/W 
(b) pdfofW = A>(l-p) 
If we investigate the relationship between U and p, we can get the CDF of U: 
Fu{u) =0 for u < 0 
1 for u>0 (6.19) 
1 - ; ) + ^p( )• 
And if we differentiate it with respect to u, we obtain the pdf of U: 
- , . 1 r , ,1 + \/l - 4u, , ,1 — Vl — 4u. , 
2 ^ 2 
^l-4u^ '' 
(6.20) 
(c) pdf of V = 7e2p(l - p) 
.A.S shown above, we found the marginal pdf's of W and U. Since V = WZ/. as well as W and 
U are independent, if we follow the same approach that is used to get Eq.(6.9). we can find 
the pdf of V as: 
Mv) = /"'-fw{-)Mu)du 
Ja+ u " 
1 
'2TZp Jo+ \/vu{l — 4u) 
(d) pdf of Vjv- = zLi RkPkii - Pk) 
The characteristic function of Vjv" can be found by evaluating the generating function of N 
Eq.(6.12) at z = $v('»'): 
(6.22) 
The pdf of Mj^ is obtained by taking the inverse transform of #VA /-(w): 
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/vv(^ ) = ^  /3, ^v^ (u;)e--"*"^ du;. (6.23) 
(e) pdf of KSjst = Ky/Vj^ 
If we investigate the relationship between KSjs/- and we can find that the CDF of A'lSjv 
is related to that of VV as follows: 
•» 
= (6.24) 
Thus, the pdf of A'5jv* is: 
A-5vW = ^fvA^)- (6-25) 
Fig. 6.3 shows the pdf of KSj\/- when 8 Mbps, 0.1, 0.5 sec., cind 2.48 are used for R, p. 6. and 
A, respectively. In the figure, dotted line depicts the Gaussian pdf with mean and varicmce 
of KSJST- By same reason, the pdf of KS,\r is approximately the Gaussian pdf. 
3. Probability density function of C(S).\' 
So far. we obtained pdf's of M.v and KSji/. Now we want to get the pdf of C^s)^i^• As defined early 
in this section. C(S)X is the sum of two random variables and KSx. And the pdf of it can 
be found by linear transform method. Before using the transform method, however, we have to 
know the joint pdf of M\' and KS\-. In general, the joint pdf cannot be obtained from marginal 
pdf's. We know, as shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 above, that Mj^ and KS^: are approximately 
Gaussian random variables. From simulation, we cilso learned that link load follows Gaussian 
distribution. Futhermore. it is well known that the sum of jointly Gaussian random variables is 
always a Gaussian random vzuriable. For example, if Xi, A'2, • • • , A',, • • • . A'„ are jointly Gaussian 
random Vcuriables, Z = aiXi + a2X2 H + a,A'j 4- h anXn is a Gaussizm random variable. 
If one noticed these facts, it is not difficult to predict that M,\j- and KSfir are most likely jointly 
Gaussian random variables. 
The random variables Xi, Xo. • • • , Xj, • • • , Xn are said to be jointly Gaussian, if their joint pdf is 
given by: 
/x(x) = fXi.X2,-.X„{Xl,X2,- - ,Xn) = . • , (6-26) (27r)T|K|5 
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where x and m zire column vectors defined by 
-Tl mi ' E [ XX] 
Xo 
m = 
rrio 
= 
E[A-,] 
Xn E [ X n ]  
and K is the covziriance matrix that is defined by 
K = 
V'ar(A'i) Cov{Xi ,X2)  • • •  Cov { X i . X n )  
Cov{X2,Xi) Var{X-i) ••• Coi;(A'2, A'„) 
Cou(X„,Xi) V-ar(X„) 
(6.28) 
Eq.(6.26) shows that the pdf of jointly Gaussian random variables is completely specified by the 
individual means and variances and the pairwise covariance. 
Now having and KSj^/ known, the pdf of C(s)j^ is readily obtained by taking the linear trans­
formation of Gaussian rjindom variables. A very important property of jointly Gaussian rsindom 
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variables is that the linpar transformation of any n jointly Gaussian random variables results in 
n  r a n d o m  v c i r i a b l e s  t h a t  a r e  a l s o  j o i n t l y  G a u s s i a n .  I f  w e  l e t  X  =  ( X 1 . X 2 , , X n )  b e  
jointly Gaussian and define Z = (Zj,Z2,- • - ,Zn) by 
Z = .4X, (6.29) 
where A is an n x n invertible matrix, then the pdf of Z is: 
/z(z) = exp  
{-§{z-n)'C '{r-n)} 
(27r)t|C|i 
Thus, the pdf of Z has the form of Eq.(6.26) and therefore Zi.Zo. 
Gaussian random variables with mean n and covariance matrix C: 
• .Zi. 
(6.30) 
. Zn are jointly 
n = .4m, 
C = AkA^. 
(6.31) 
We will find the pdf of C^s)X by introducing auxiliary random variable. Let Zaux = and 
Z ~ If we define Z = (Z, Zaux)- then 
Z = .4X (6.32) 
where 
A = 1 I 
0 1 
(6.33) 
and 
X = My 
\KSy .  
(6.34) 
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Erom Eq.(6.30) we have that Z is jointly Gaussian with mean n = and covariance matrix 
C = AKA^. Furthermore, it then follows that the marginal pdf of Z is a Gaussian pdf with mean 
given by the first component of n and variance given by the 1*' row - 1*' column component of 
the covariance matrix C. If we carry out the above matrix multiplications. 
K = 
Var{Mj\r) Cov{M.ji/,KSu) 
Cov{KSu,Mu) Var{KSjsr) 
(6.35) 
C = Var{Mj>/) + 2Cov{Mjsj-.KS.\') + Var{KSj\r) Cov{M .\r,KS\-) + \'ar(KS,\r) 
Cav{KSjij-, Mj^r) + Var(KSj^) Var(KS,\r) 
(6.36) 
n = .4m = 
E[My] + £:[A'5:vl 
E[KSM\ 
(6.37) 
then, we find that 
E[2] = E[C^s)x] 
= E[My] + E[KSjsr] 
(6.38) 
Var{2) = Var{C( S ).v) 
= Var(Mx) + 2Cov{Mj\/,KSjij-) + Var(KSj\j-). 
Finally, the pdf of C^s)^r is a Gaussian pdf with mean m = E[Mj\f \ + £[A'5.v-] and variance 
a~ = Var{Mj\r) + 2Cov{Mj\j-,KSj\r) + Var{KSj\j-): 
^ 
Fig. 6.4 depicts the pdf of C(S)j^ together with the pdf's of M.jsr and KSj^, when 8 Mbps, 0.1, 0.5 
sec., and 2.48 are used for Ft, p, 6, and A, respectively. 
Fig. 6.5 demonstrates the accuracy of the developed analytical model, when same traffic parameters 
are used. The analyticzd model precisely captures the actual load distribution. Thus, it has been 
proven that that Mj^ and KSu are jointly Gaussian random variables. Another assumption, made 
early in this section, is also proven to be correct. We assumed that, with fairly large average number of 
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connections, the equivalent capacity is largely determined by stationary approximation. The simulation 
results, where the stationary approximation was used alone, exactly matches with those where both 
approximations were used. 
Load distribution when CED is used 
When CED is used, input traffic is dispersed according to the estimated cost of dispersion. The 
dispersion cost is calculated not only based on the mean load distribution but also based on the traffic 
characteristics of other calls in each VP. Then the CED algorithm selects paths such that the total 
amount of load increased by the arriving call is minimized. .\s mentioned before, the load on a VP. i.e.. 
required equivalent capacity, is not a linear fimction of the number of connections in the VP. Rather 
it is very sensitive to the traffic characteristic of individual connection. Thus, at a time instance, the 
load of each VP differs from that of others as shown in Fig. 6.6. 
Building an cicoirate analytical model for CBP would require a Markov state space representation. 
But, even for a moderately accurate model, the state space and the complexity of state transitions 
explode incredibly. It makes this approach intractable. Favorably, however. long term average load 
distribution is nearly same as that of others in appearance. This observation brought an idea of 
Approximation by Single .Abstract Path (ASAP). 
The idea of ASAP is that an .ATM switching node with .V VP's where the load distribution of each 
\T* differs, can be modeled as the one with N VT's where each VP has the same load distribution 
(i.e.. long term average load distribution). Since, in the simplified approximation model, each VT is 
identical, the initial problem turns into that of finding the load pdf in a VP. We have worked out it in 
the previous section, where we used exponential distributions for Rp, p and b. However, as input traffic 
is dispersed to multiple VP's, the statistical characteristics of the traffic seen by each VP are much 
different from those of the traffic initially arrived at the multiplexer. In pcirticular. we are interested in 
the distribution of Rp, p, and interarrival time. Without the accurate model describing the behavior of 
treiffic as a result of CED, we would not tell the exact distributions of those traffic descriptors. Yet the 
approximation by the average dispersion factor (Z?/), i.e.. the average number of paths taken by each 
call, gives us reasonable distributions close to those obtained from simulations. 
Intuitively, the pdf of source utilization p will not be changed except when p is very low. This is 
because, with very low p, there might be little chance of having big dispersion gain. Fig. 6.7 confirms 
this postulation. In this figure, simulation data was collected at one of 8 VP's. Solid line depicts the 
exponential distribution with mean 0.1 which was applied initially to the arriving calls. 
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One can speculate that the pdf of interarrival time seen by individuzil VP will be that of exponential 
distribution. The only difierence compared to the interarrival time of the multiplexer, i.e., the one 
before dispersion, will be its mean value. The mecm interzirrival time of connections in a VP () czm 
be foimd in a streiightforward way: 
A. = (6.40) 
 ^paths 
We assumed that each VT is selected equally likely. For example, when Rp=8Mbps, p=0.1. b=0.5 
sec., and CED coef=0.05 are used in a ATM switching node with 8 VT's, for the average arrival rate 
Ajy, of 2.48, the meem interarrival time at VPi will be 2.2247. Fig. 6.8 shows correctness of this 
approximation. In this ccilculation. 1.45 was used for the average dispersion factor D/, which was 
obtained from simulation. 
The distribution of Rptak at an individueJ VPi \s altered so rigorously that it is not even close to 
the exponential distribution. That is because, when CED is used, Flpeak of arriving trziffic is divided 
evenly into multiple paths, cind each path sees only one fraction of it. It is not difficult to predict that 
the resulting distribution of Rptak at an individual VPi will be roughly a fimction of average dispersion 
factor DF. Yet, in detail, it is a correlated function of probability mass function (pmf) of dispersion 
factor and pdf of Rpeak- The pmf of dispersion factor would not be foimd without solving extremely 
large emd complicated Markov model. Instead of trying to solve such an intractable model, we would 
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like to find a good approximation using the average dispersion factor. A moderately simple estimator, 
which was formulated in this study, provides very accxirate calculation of that quantity. We will discuss 
this shortly later in this section. Meanwhile, for the approximation of the peak rate distribution at the 
single abstract path, we assume that Dj is known o priori. 
As illustrated in Fig. 6.9. simulation results show that Rpeak of individual VPi is far different from 
exponential distribution. Rather it looks like Gaussian distribution. This is due to the fact that traffic 
with high peeik rate is very likely to be dispersed. As the average dispersion factor increases, the peak 
rates are more likely divided to more number of paths, resulting in higher probabiUty densities at low 
peak rates and lower densities at high peak rates. In other words, greater the the average dispersion 
factor, lower the mean and the variance of the distribution. Thus, a reasonable approximation of the 
pdf can be a Gaussian pdf with; 
^ 1 
mean = Rpeak-;^, 
[ (6.41) 
<T = Rp.akM\ 
where Rpeak is the mean of exponential distribution which is the initial distribution applied to the 
multiplexer, and a is the standard deviation for the Gaussian approximated distribution. 
Compared to the pdf's of exponential distributions, these Gaussian approximated pdf's are much 
closer to the simulation results. 
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If we properly tailor the mean and the variance of Gaussian pdf. we can enhance the accuracy 
of approximations. Approximated Gaussian pdf's in Fig. 6.10 were obtained after multiplj-ing scaling 
factors to the means and the variances calculated for the Gaussian approximations in Fig. 6.9. However. 
finding a general formula would not be easy, which determines precise scaling factors. Therefore, in this 
study, we use Gaussian approximated Rsap without tailoring mean and variance. 
Now we know that with average dispersion factor we can find all necessarj* ingredients for the 
formulated equations in the previous section. We intends to use them to get the load distribution of the 
single abstract path. The only question remained is how to find the D/ as a. fimction of link capacity. 
Rpeak- b' mean luxival rate, and so on. By observing the simulation results, a moderately simple 
estimator has been formulated: 
D f { x )  = + C. (6.42) 
where x is the link capacity reserved for a VP. 
Fig. 6.11 compares estimated D/'s with simulation results, where estimated D/s are depicted by 
soUd lines. 
Changes in mean peak rates are captured exclusively by a. When mean peak rate is 8 Mbps, 0.034 
is used for it in this figure. As mean peak rate increases to 16 Mbps, a decreases by half, 0.017. 
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This makes sense because, with greater mean peak rate, the effect of increasing same amoimt of link 
capacity will be less. So it is very likely that CED will disperse more traffic. That's why the average 
dispersion fiaurtor decreases slowly (i.e., inducing less a) when mean peak rate is 16 Mbps. Increasing 
mean source utilization p draws increase on required equivalent capacity to some extent. However, it's 
effect diminishes as Hnir capacity increases. That explains why only 5 is responsible for the changes in 
mean source utilization p. In t:hi«i illustration, -0.25 and 0.25 were used for p's of 0.1 and 0.2. respectively. 
is a linear function of mean arrival rate. For the A values of 1.24. 2.48. and 4.96. A had 4. 8. 16. 
respectively. C is kept constant with value 1.0 for all instances in this illustration. 
We have seen that, with known traffic chracteristics, such as exponentially distributed Rpeak, P, etc.. 
the analjrtic model developed for single path provides accurate estimate of load distribution. Asstuning 
this analytical model is accurate, we evaluates the approximations made in this section. We simplified 
multiple paths as identical paths using the idea of ASAP, and approximated Rsap as the Gaussian 
distribution. Other traffic characteristics, such as Psap^ Kap- and Dj, are also approximated. 
Fig. 6.12 depicts distributions of Mjsj- when 8 Mbps, 0.1. 0.5 sec. and 2.48 are used for Rsap-> Piap^ 
b. and A,ap, respectively. Compared to the pdf's when CED is not used, calculated distributions are 
not exactly following Gaussian distributions. In the figure, each of dashed lines depicts Gaussian pdf's 
with mean and variance of corresponding distribution. 
In contrast to this, distributions of KSj\r (Fig. 6.13) are precisely the Gaussian. 
Fig. 6.14 shows estimated load distributions at the single abstract path. They are not following the 
simulation results exactly. However, we are interested in finding CBP. and it is obtained directly from 
CDF of load distribution. In particular. CDF's of 90 % - 100 % are of most importance. CBP over 10 
% does not have £my significamt meaning in practical engineering of commimication networks. In that 
sense, this analytical model provides fairly good estimate. Note that, when CEDcoef20 is used, this 
analytical model overestimates the load slightly. It would not be a surprise if we consider the average 
nimaber of connections. For the instances in this figiire, they are 56.5. 37.1, and 27.0 for CEDcoefl 
(0.0025), CEDcoef4 (0.01). and CEDcoef20 (0.05), respectively. As shown in Section 2 (in particular 
Fig. 2.4), for the not enough number of connections (i.e., less thsin 10) stationary approximation 
tends to overestimate the required eqtiivalent capacity. With 27.0 average number of connections, the 
probability of having less than 10 connections is not negligible. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The problems of bandwidth allocation and routing in Virtual Path (VP) based Asjuchronous Trans­
fer Mode (ATM) networks were studied. As an efficient way to facilitate the network management. VP 
concept has been proposed in the literatiure. Traffic control and resource management cire simplified 
in VP based networks. However, a priori reservation of resources for VP's also reduces the statistical 
multiplexing gain, resulting in increased Call Blocking Probability (CBP). 
The focus of this study was on how to reduce CBP (or equivalently, how to improve the bandwidth 
utilization for a given CBP requirement) by the eflfective bandwidth allocation and routing ctlgorithms. 
Equivalent capacity concept was used to calculate the required bandwidth by the call. Each call was 
represented as a bursty and heterogeneous multimedia traffic. 
First, the effect of trciffic dispersion was explored to achieve more statistical gain. No other work in 
the literature did thorough investigation of traffic dispersion algorithm capable of finding the optimal 
number of dispersion paths depending on the dynamic link load, when heterogeneous multimedia traffic 
is applied. This was an issue on which we focused in this study. Through this study, it was discovered 
how the effect of traffic dispersion varies with different traffic characteristics and the number of paths. 
Efficient routing algorithms including CED were designed. Since traffic dispersion requires resequencing 
and extra signaling to set up multiple VC's, it should be xised only when it gives significant benefits. 
This was the basic idea in our design of CED. The algorithm finds an optimal dispersion factor for a call, 
where the g£iin bsdances the dispersion cost. Simulation study showed that the CBP can be significantly 
reduced by CED when network resources are allocated to multiple VP's. As intended, the statistics of 
dispersion factor differs when different CED cost coefficient is used: smaller the coefficient, larger the 
dispersion fzictor. It was also shown that the bandwidth required to guairantee the given QoS, does not 
increase linezirly as a fimction of the coefficient, rather it varies with the number of VP's as well as the 
given input traffic characteristics. Although it is not linear. b2Lndwidth requirement increases as the 
coefficient increases. Thus, network engineers can have an option to choose from less dispersion cind 
less bandwidth requirement. 
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Next, this study provided analysis of the statistical behavior of the traffic seen by individual VP. 
as a result of traffic dispersion. This analysis is essential in estimating the required capacity of a VP 
accurately when both multimedia traffic and traffic dispersion are taken into account. Then analytical 
models have been formulated. The cost effective design and engineering of VP networks requires ac­
curate and tractable mathematical models which capture the important statistical properties of traffic. 
This study also revealed that the load distribution estimated by equivalent capacity follows Gaussian 
distribution which is the sum of two jointly Gaussian random variables. For the analysis of load distri­
bution when cost effective traffic dispersion is used, we simplified multiple paths as identical paths using 
the idea of .Approximation by Single Abstract Path (ASAP), and approximated the characteristics of 
the traffic seen by individual VP. The developed analjrtical models and approximations were proven to 
be correct when compared with simulation resiilts. 
It was shown that, in single path analysis with known input traffic charcteristics. the formulated 
zmcdyticjJ model provides accurate estimate of load distribution. However, when CED is used, ap­
proximations had to be used to capture the altered traffic characteristics. .A.s a result, although the 
analytical models and approximations provide fairly good estimate, it is not following the simulation 
result exactly. For more accurate estimate, we need to elaborate the approximations furthermore. 
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